Northern Hiroshima Tsushinsho American Intelligence message #11, part 7*

1. Planes heard - 12 (11 heard contacting³)
   Volume of traffic - 1.

2. Weather reports - 2.

3. Number of messages intercepted - 3 (OP-1).

"F" Circuit:

1. Ships heard - 105.

Parts 1, 3-6 same number.

a- RENRAKU.

Trans 2 Dec 44 (5897-w) J-846-o
Repeat wire: 1400

1. Number of army planes heard: A 2

Time of activity: 1700 to 1400

2. Number of navy planes heard: A 3

Time of activity: 1700 to 1041.

*Part 3 - same number.

Trans: 30 Nov 44 (5897-a)
TOP SECRET

J-8164 B
Q27 85131 6470 0021

5760 de 7190 14 Dec 44 1842 2
-- Tsu 4104 On 276 48 14 Dec 44 1530
Ate: 1248 Tena Special Urgent SARE Pingrang (c) to Tokyo (c)

KAGAYAKI Staff #2 Message 16, Part 2

It is ------- (Air Move Code a) --2G-- the 13th (check 13th) is number sixty (check 60). SOERABAY (is to pass this on c) to MALANG.

Addressee: Central Special Intelligence "I" Special Intelligence - MALANG Agency

a - English letters.
b - Could be "the week from the 13th."
c - Not in text.
07160 de 05999 6 Dec 44 0118 2
Tsu 0403 On -211 50 5 Dec 44 2400
ATE: -155 Tena

SPECIAL URGENT Pinrang (c) to Manila (c)
KAGAYAKI Staff 2 Message #981, Part 2.

The fact that we --1G-- 2 weather report messages
from LEYTE to ANGAUR is unusual, and should be noted.

(2.) A total of 7 (ck. 7) units of the 13th (ck. 13) Divisions were detected, and there is still a good deal
of activity on MOROTAI.

Tsu 0404 On -239
ATE: -183 Tena Pinrang (c) to Manila (c)

Trans 7 Dec 44 (3147-1)
4271 de 4230 7 Apr 44 1832 19
Tsu - on 369 37 7 Apr 44 1700
Ate: Tena 962
Kamisikuka (c) to Horomushiro (o)

KARAFUTO TSUSHINSHO AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE Message #75,
Part 4.

Sending - 14 (4)
Receiving - 2 (1; 1 heard by sending).

2. Weather reports - 12.
3. Number of messages, intercepted - 24
   (plain text - 1).
   Tsu - on 186
   Ate: 824 Tena (Sapporo (c) de Sikuka (c) okt.)
   * - Parts 1-3, 5 same number. Part 7 P-17113 G.
KARAFUTO TSUSHINSHO AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE Message #103, Part 4


4. Volume of traffic - 147 (106; plain text - 2; OP - 6; P-23).

* - Parts 8, 10 and unidentified part same number.